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GST REGIME: A SECOND
‘TRYST WITH DESTINY’

There is a need to
reform the indirect
tax administration
at the Centre and
in states

ILLUSTRATION: AJAY MOHANTY

clear resolution, which can be divided
into the following: a) the technology issue
b) the procedural issue c) the rate issue
and d) the institutional issue.

V S KRISHNAN
April 3, 2017

W

ith the passing of the main
goods and services tax (GST)
legislation by Parliament, the
country is on the cusp of a truly
transformational tax reform which began
with the circulation of the first discussion
paper on GST in 2009. Over the last eight
years, there have been many discussions
within the framework of sub-groups and
committees in which representatives of
the Centre and the states have jointly
participated and interacted. The passing
of the GST is therefore a triumph both for
“cooperative federalism and deliberative
democracy”. However, as the
implementation date stares at us, there
are some important issues which need

registrants need to take the help of Tax
Return Preparers to help them in this task.
A massive outreach campaign is required
to reach these registrants. It is expected
that two billion transactions will take
place every month.

The technology issue
The successful roll-out of GST depends
The procedural issue
critically on the successful working of the
One of the main objectives of the GST
common GST portal created by the Goods
and Services Tax Network (GSTN). The
which is incorporated in the “Statement of
Central GST law provides for
objects and reasons” in the GST
the creation of a common GST
legislation is to reduce the high
electronic portal for facilitating
compliance cost for taxpayers
THE PASSING OF
created by tariff and non-tariff
registration, payment of tax,
GST IS A
barriers such as octroi, entry
furnishing of return,
TRIUMPH
computation and settlement of
tax, check post etc.
BOTH FOR
Unfortunately, the existing GST
integrated GST, electronic way
“COOPERATIVE
legislation does provide for
bill and for carrying out any
FEDERALISM AND
other function as may be
DELIBERATIVE
inspection of goods in
prescribed. The biggest
DEMOCRACY”
movement and stipulates the
challenge here is that out of the
carrying of documents. This
75 lakh registrants, 65 lakh are
provision has created a doubt
likely to be small and medium registrants
among the assessees that the gains
achieved through the abolition of entry
who will upload their returns and pay
tax should not be diluted by the
duty using the offline utility created by
continuance of the check post. It is
the GSTN. The small and medium
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suggested that the GSTN could issue a
meta permit much like the all-India
permits issued to trucks which can be
shown and free movement of goods
ensured. In a recent article, The
Economist has observed that 16 per cent
of the carriage time by a truck is spent at
the check post.
Compliance verification for pan-India
services like banking, telecom and
insurance should be centralised.
Valuation of self-supplies should be
accepted without verification.
The rate issue
Ideally, the rates structure should be
simple and also be uniform between
goods and services. Value addition in hair
clips should be treated on a par with
haircuts. The GST council has decided on
a five-tier structure of goods, namely five
per cent, 12 per cent, 18 per cent, 28 per
cent and 28 per cent + cess (for four
specified commodities). It has been
decided that cess amount would be used
to compensate the state. In the case of
services, the current thinking is to have
most of the services in the standard rate of
18 per cent with the merit of 12 per cent for
some essential services. While a multi-tier
rate structure is inevitable given the
consumption pattern of various goods,
some rate changes are warranted. The
GST council has broadly decided that
goods should be fitted into rate slots
nearest to their existing rates and duties
(central excise + state VAT).
Notwithstanding this, there is a case for
bringing in a large number of goods which
are in the 28 per cent category to 18 per
cent as these are not luxury goods.

However, in view of the revenue
While the GST ushers in a new rate
implications, this can be done by raising
policy regime, there is also need to reform
revenues. The government can think of
indirect tax administration, both at the
raising the rate of duties on gold jewellery,
Centre and the states. Recently, the
which according to the Economic Survey
Central Board of Excise and Customs has
of last year is mainly consumed by the top
formulated a restructuring plan which
20 per cent of the income bracket. A GST
strengthens the directorate of systems,
on unmanufactured tobacco could also be
the Directorate of Tax Intelligence and the
considered to be charged at the hands of
Directorate of Training besides creating a
the purchaser. Revenue from these two
new Directorate of Analytics which will
measures could help the
help to crunch tax data for
government to move items
policy making. The states also
THE GOVERNMENT
from the 28 per cent to the 18 per
need to restructure their
CAN THINK OF
cent rate slab.
commercial tax departments.
RAISING THE RATE
The other advantage of this
A clear distinction needs to be
OF DUTIES ON GOLD
would be that arbitrage
made between the three
JEWELLERY, WHICH
opportunities between goods
prongs of compliance
ACCORDING TO THE
and services would be obviated.
verification, namely return
ECONOMIC SURVEY
Otherwise in some cases,
scrutiny, audit and antiOF LAST YEAR IS
manufacturers may prefer
evasion. Similarly, the states
MAINLY CONSUMED
leasing arrangements to
can also think of creating a
BY THE TOP 20%
outright sale.
risk assessment directorate
OF THE INCOME
which could help in selecting
BRACKET
The institutional issue
delinquent units for
There is an institutional void at
compliance verification using
the level of the states as there is
data from financial records.
no body to which trade and industry can
Similarly, administrative units must be
go for resolving matters of a non-policy
organised on a functional basis around
nature. Therefore, it is suggested that GST
key business processes rather than
secretariats may be created in each state
around individual assessees.
which can bring together senior Central
In conclusion, GST by providing more
and state officials in an institutional
resources and the JAM trinity (Jan Dhan,
framework. This body can be registered
Aadhaar, mobile) by ensuring more
under the Societies Act, just like the
efficient delivery can help in delivering
Empowered Committee of State Finance
the basic services to its people. Then
Ministers, and provided with dedicated
perhaps, what Martin Wolf called — the
secretariat and funding. This could be
second “tryst with destiny” — may be a
created on the basis of a resolution passed
moment to cherish and celebrate.
by the GST council which could be
The author is senior advisor, Tax Policy
followed up by the cabinet secretary
Group, EY India. Views are personal.
writing to the chief secretaries of the states.
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GREAT ACHIEVEMENT,
BUT SOME WEAKNESS
STIL REMAINS
Actual rate structure has already become too complicated

ARVIND SUBRAMANIAN
April 4, 2017

A

fter the constitutional amendment
bill that midwifed it, and with the
passage of the four laws that have
given it elaborate flesh and substance, the
Goods and Services Tax (GST) has entered
its last and critical phase: the
determination of the GST’s rate structure.
Late last year, there was agreement on
five broad GST slabs: 0 (the exempted
category), 5, 12, 18, and 28 per cent; there

was also agreement that cesses — to
finance possible compensation to the
states — would be levied on certain
demerit goods (tobacco and related
products, aerated beverages, luxury cars
etc). Now is the moment of truth when
items will be assigned to the different GST
slabs and the exact amounts of the cesses
will be decided. The actual rate structure
has already become overly complicated.
Now, it is time for damage limitation.
I discuss below some key issues with
recommendations on the desirable course
of action.
A few general points must be
highlighted at the outset. This is a
constitutional moment for the GST, a
moment ripe for ambition and visionary
decision-making which must be seized
because it comes “but rarely in history.”

4

Inevitably, in the future, inertia, “dead
habits,” and the unavoidable diversity of
interests will reassert themselves, strongly
perpetuating the status quo. So, the rate
structure decided today is likely to persist
for considerable time.
In that light, the guiding principle
cannot be to minimize departures from
the status quo. If that were the case—and if
hence GST rates were set close to today’s
rates—the question might legitimately be
asked: why bother with a GST at all?
Instead, the guiding principle must be:
what will make for a good GST, a GST that
will: facilitate compliance, minimize
inflationary pressures, be a buoyant
source of revenue, and command support
from the public at large.
It is essential not to saddle the GST with
multiple objectives: down that path lies
complexity and arbitrariness that will be
fatal for the GST. The GST is a
consumption tax, so any differentiation of
rates —which in any case should be
minimal — should be linked to protecting
the consumption basket of the poor while
imposing a greater burden when there are
externalities associated with consumption
or where consumption is
disproportionately by the rich. The GST
cannot be burdened with the task of
meeting other objectives such as
employment, industrial policy, and social
engineering.
Another general point and one that will
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pose a communication challenge is this:
today’s headline tax rate is not the actual
tax burden felt by the consumer. What you
see is NOT what consumers get. So, if the
government imposes a GST rate that
seems greater than today’s rate (excise plus
VAT combined), it does not necessarily
follow that the tax burden has gone up. The
reason is that today there are a lot of
embedded taxes (the so-called cascading).
Under the GST, on the other hand, what
you see will be close to what consumers
get. So, if a product goes from being
exempted today and attracts a GST rate of 5
per cent, it could well be (as in the case of
many agricultural products) that there has
been no increase in the consumer’s actual
tax burden.
1: Tax Structure
Under the proposed rate structure, India
will be seen, rightly, as a very high GST
country because the top rate has been set
at 28 per cent, well in excess of that in most
emerging market countries. There is still
time to consider eliminating the 28 per
cent rate and creating a combined rate of
say 20 per cent, which would then be, and
be perceived as, the standard rate.,
However, if this is not feasible and the
18 and 28 per cent slabs are here to stay, a
second-best must be considered. In order
to credibly signal an 18 per cent GST rather
than 28 per cent GST, the number of goods
that are placed in the 28 per cent slab must

several goods and services are placed in
be kept at an absolute minimum.
the low rate categories; then revenue
In my view, the 28 per cent slab should
considerations and populism will force
include only the demerit goods (no
lots of goods also being placed in the 28 per
services) on which additional cesses will
cent category. One
be levied and a few real
bargaining chip that the
luxury items such as airCentre could consider is to
conditioners and cars. The
GST BEING A
lower the compensation
bulk of consumer goods that
CONSUMPTION TAX,
threshold (from say 14per
are currently envisaged to be
ANY DIFFERENTIATION
cent to 12 per cent ) if states
in the 28 per cent category
OF RATES -WHICH IN
insist on placing goods in the
should be moved to the 18 per
ANY CASE SHOULD BE
lower rate slabs.
cent category. Otherwise,
MINIMAL - SHOULD BE
India will be a high GST
LINKED TO PROTECTING
2: “Goods and Services”
country and there will be no
THE CONSUMPTION
not “Goods and Services”
escaping that stigma and all
BASKET OF THE POOR
and certainly not “many
the consequences for tax
goods, many services”
administration and
One of the big virtues of a simple GST with
compliance that will follow from it.
one or at most two rates was that it would
As a rough rule of thumb, if the 28 per
have abolished completely the distinction
cent slab contains items that comprise
between goods and services (it would have
more than say 5-7 per cent of the value of all
been a lexicographer’s dream and a GST
GST taxable products, India will be seen as
bequest if a new word “goodsandservices”
a high tax country.
could have been created). Technology and
If there is a risk of too many goods being
the modern economy are blurring the
put in the 28 per cent category, there is now
distinction between the two. Our tax policy
subtle pressure from the states (which
and system must reflect that. Tax
have been guaranteed a minimum growth
authorities should not be burdened with
of 14 per cent in revenues associated with
distinguishing a good from a service. (A
GST-able goods) for placing many goods
single rate will also avoid misclassification
and services in the lower rate slabs of 5 per
between services.) Given the rate structure
cent and 12 per cent. This too must be
that has been adopted that is going to be
resisted because the more the goods in the
difficult to achieve. But damage limitation
lower rate slab, the greater will be the
will require that an overwhelming
pressure to overload the 28 per cent slab.
majority of the goods be taxed at the
The result will be a populist GST where
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distortionary taxation. In consumption,
bidis are no less harmful than cigarettes.
So, the GST as a consumption tax should
treat the two similarly. The objective of
helping bidi workers should be addressed
through other fiscal tools such as subsidies
(and in any case small bidi establishments
will fall below the GST threshold).
In the new regime, therefore, the cess
on all tobacco products should be broadly
similar. In fact, bidi taxation is going to be
a test for the GST Council because, in fact,
there are some states such as Karnataka
and Rajasthan that tax bidis heavily.
Since taxes have to be uniform across
states, it will be interesting to see if the
GST lurches towards undesirably low
levels as in West Bengal or moves to
desirably higher levels as in Karnataka.

standard rate of 18 per cent, and nearly all
services (with the exception of road
transport) also be taxed at 18 per cent. If
services are also allocated between the
different rates, the result will be a messy
system with multiple categories for both
goods and services.
Consider the following example.
Suppose a dealer sells an air-conditioner
and also provides installation and other
post-sales services. Under the proposed
GST structure, a rate of 28 per cent will
apply to the former and 18 per cent to the
latter. This immediately creates an
incentive for the dealer to allocate the costs
of the air-conditioner towards the services
that he is providing. Examples like this
abound in real life (downloading of
software = service; sale of that same
software in a physical medium = good,
possibly). In fact, it could get worse: if the
dealer is deemed to be providing a
composite supply, even the services he
provides could be taxed at 28 per cent.
3: Textiles and Clothing
The current system of indirect taxation is a
mess of exemptions and complications. If
India is to become a serious clothing
exporter — especially in the dynamic
man-made fiber segment — the GST must
provide for a simple structure. Ideally, all
textiles and clothing products should be
subject to the standard 18 per cent tax with
no favoritism displayed toward cottonbased products (consumed mostly by the
rich) over those based on man-made
fibres. As a second-best, it may be
necessary to move to a 12 per cent rate but
that should be applied uniformly across
the entire value chain from raw materials
to intermediates to final goods. Any
differentiation within the sector would be
very damaging.
The same applies to leather and
footwear. Since these are items of general

6: Countervailing duty (CVD) and
special additional duty (SAD)
exemptions
high-end consumption, there is no reason
Currently, numerous exemptions are
to tax all these products at anything other
granted on CVD and SAD levied on
than the standard rate of 18 per cent.
imports which favour imports over
domestic production. Under the GST,
4: Gold
both will be combined and a uniform
In the 2016 Budget, a 1 per cent excise was
IGST will be applied on imports. If any
levied on gold and jewellery products
import IGST exemptions are allowed
which elicited strong reactions from the
under the GST (to mimic the current CVD
gold trading lobby. The government, to its
and SAD exemptions) that would make a
credit, resisted demands to roll back that 1
mockery of the PM’s Make in India
percent levy. Having bitten that bullet, it is
initiative.
time to take the next step to treat gold like
In conclusion, it must be accepted
any other item of luxury consumption.
that the GST suffers from weaknesses
Ideally, of course, the tax on gold and
largely related to the exemption of so
jewellery should be the normal 18 per cent
many items from its scope: alcohol,
especially since the rich and very rich
petroleum, electricity, land and real
consume it disproportionately. But the
estate, health and education. But warts
argument that high tax can lead to evasion
and all, the GST has been a great
has some merit in the case of a high value
achievement and worth having not least
product such as gold.
because of being a daring experiment in
Today, even though the total headline
the governance of cooperative
tax on jewellery is 2 per cent (1 by the center
federalism. It would be curmudgeonly
and 1 by the states), the effective burden
not to acknowledge this first-order fact.
faced by consumers is about 10-12 per cent
But in order to minimize the
because of cascading and
damage from these warts, at
non-availability of input tax
least the structure of rates
credits. So there would be no
ALL TEXTILES AND
on those products not
increase in burden if the GST
CLOTHING PRODUCTS
excluded should be low,
rate is set at 12 per cent (with
SHOULD BE SUBJECT TO
free flow on input tax credits).
THE STANDARD 18% TAX simple, and efficient.
In politics, it is asserted,
It would be an absolute
WITH NO FAVORITISM
and rightly so, that the best
travesty if gold and gold
DISPLAYED TOWARD
should not become the
products were taxed at
COTTON-BASED
enemy of the good. At the
anything below a GST rate of
PRODUCTS CONSUMED
same time, politics must
12 per cent.
MOSTLY BY THE RICH
yield outcomes that are
passably good otherwise they
5: Tobacco products
are not worth having. Can the GST
Today most tobacco products are taxed at
Council, at this constitutional moment,
very high rates reflecting their potential to
deliver such an outcome?
cause cancer and other diseases; they are a
The country will be watching,
classic demerit good. Bidis on the other
oscillating between hope and anxiety.
hand attract very low taxes in some states
on the grounds that bidis are made in the
small-scale sector and lead to livelihoods
for millions. This is a classic case of
The author is chief economic adviser in
multiple objectives leading to
the Ministry of Finance
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A LOOK BACK AT HOW GST
SHAPED OVER 11 LONG YEARS
Here’s a look back at how GST took shape over 11 years

HOW IT PANNED OUT
GSTwill create acommon national marketbyreplacing a string ofcentral and local taxes such
as excise,value-added tax, octroi, and service taxinto a single unified levy. Here’s a lookback
at howGST tookshape over 11years, three governments, and three finance ministers
championing thecause

1993
Taxexpert

RAJAJ
CHELLIAH

suggestsastudy
ofcentralexciseduties

AMARESH
BAGCHI,then

director,
National
InstituteofPublicFinance&
Policy.HedoesnotsuggestGST,
butonlyuniformstatetaxes

1999

Aresolution
adoptedinthe
conferenceof
chiefministers
underthechairmanshipof
thenWestBengalfinance
minister ASIMDASGUPTA on
state-levelVAT

2000

Ministerssetup

The
Empowered
Committeeof
StateFinance

2004

TheCommitteewasregistered
underSocietiesRegistrationAct
AsimDasguptamade
chairmanoftheCommittee

2005

Thenfinanceminister

PCHIDAMBARAM releasesa

whitepaperon
state-levelVAT.
VATintroduced
bymoststates,
butstatessuch
asUttarPradesh,Odishadidnot
joininthebeginning

2006
FEBRUARY

ThenFM
PChidambaram
ProposesGSTin
Budget Speech.Sets April 1,
2010asdeadline

2007
FEBRUARY

Chidambaramsays
EmpoweredCommitteetowork
withCentretoimplementGST
bythedeadline

2011
MARCH

Constitution(Amendment)Bill
introducedinLSfor
implementationofGST

MAY

AsimDasguptaresignsfromthe
EmpoweredCommitteeofstate
FMs,followinghisdefeatin
pollstotheWestBengal
assembly

JULY

MAY

Jointworkinggroup(JWG)set
upwith PARTHASARATHI
SHOME,thenadvisortoFM,
andempoweredcommitteeof
statefinanceministers
chairmanSatishChandraas
convenors

NOVEMBER

JWGsubmits
report

2009
NOVEMBER

Empoweredcommittee
submits firstdiscussionpaper
onGST

SUSHILMODI

appointed
chairmanoftheCommittee

AUGUST

Parliament'sStanding
CommitteeonFinancesubmits
report ontheBill

2013
JUNE

SushilModiresignsfromthe
EmpoweredCommittee,
followingabreak-upofBJP-JD
(U)allianceinBihar

JULY

DECEMBER

TaskForce
Appointed
by13th
Finance
Commission,headedby
VIJAYKELKAR,submits report
onGST

2010

APRIL

Firstdeadlineto
introduceGST
missed

ThenBiharFM
anddeputyCM

MAY

appointed
chairmanoftheCommittee

2014
MAY

Billlapseswithdissolutionof
the15thLS
Constitution(amendment)Bill
introducedinLS.AbdulRahim
Ratherresignsaschairmanof

AUGUST

Parliamentpasses122nd
ConstitutionalAmendmentBill
forGST

BilltabledinRS,referredto
selectpanel

OCTOBER18,
GSTCouncildecideson
compensationformula for
states

JULY

NOVEMBER3,

LokSabhaPassestheBill

Selectpanelreporttabledin
RS,recommendsdilutionof
additionalonepercenttaxon
inter-statemovementof
goods.Congress,AIADMKand
CPI(M)submitdissentnote.

GSTCouncilagreesona
4-slabstructure—5,12,18,
and28percent—along
withacessonluxuryand
singoods

2015

Agreementontwolaws
inGSTCouncilmeeting,but
dualcontrolremainsathorny
issue

CabinetclearsrevisedBill.
Governmentcontinues
negotiationswiththeCongress
tobringitonboard

NOVEMBER

Maniresignsfromthe
EmpoweredCommittee
followingallegations
ofcorruptioninhishome
stateKerala

DECEMBER

ThenJ&KFM

ABDUL
RAHIM Rather

DECEMBER

theEmpoweredCommittee
followinghisdefeatinpollsto
J&Kassembly

Panel,headed
bychief
economic
adviser

ARVINDSUBRAMANIAN,

submitsreportonGST,
recommendsstandardrateof
17-18%

2016

2017
JANUARY

Roll-outdatepushedto
July1,butagreementonthorny
issuesof‘dualcontrol’and
taxingrightsongoodsmoved
viasea

FEBRUARY

GSTCouncilfinalisesdraft
CompensationBill

MARCH

LokSabhapassesfour
GSTBills,Councilapproves
fiverules.NextmeetonMay
18-19todecidespecificrates
andapprovefourrules

FEBRUARY

WestBengal
finance
minister
AMITMITRA named
chairmanoftheCommittee
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FISCAL FEDERALISM:
THE CHANGING FACE OF
CENTRE-STATE FISCAL TIES

In the past few years, the
Narendra Modi government
has altered the federal
architecture of the country

ILLUSTRATION: BINAY SINHA

NITIN SETHI & ISHAN BAKSHI
April 5, 2017

O

ver the course of the last few
years, the Narendra Modi
government has altered the
federal architecture of the country.
The government initiated this change
in 2015 by accepting the
recommendations of the 14th Finance
Commission, which increased the states’
share in the Union taxes by 10 per cent.
The proposed roll-out of the goods and
services tax (GST) from July 1 is another
pivotal step in that direction. Taken
together, these two changes will
dramatically alter the role the Centre and
the states will play to shape India’s fiscal
and economic destiny.
The GST Council is India’s first truly
federal council with fiscal powers vested
in it. Perhaps the only other institutional
mechanism where the Centre and the
states formally sat together was the
Inter-State Council. But the GST Council
has a wider fiscal remit.
Unlike earlier, when the Centre had
the sole licence to tax goods and services,
the GST Council, which includes

equally shared among
representation
the states. But, for any
from all states, will
proposal to be cleared by the
exercise authority over all
council, it will require 75 per cent of the
indirect taxation, except
vote. This effectively gives the Centre a
customs. Its remit includes
veto, though it would require 19 of the 30
deciding tax rates for different goods and
states to agree with its proposals to sail
services, exemptions, exclusions or
through.
inclusions of items in the new tax.
This greater say in imposing taxes
“The real issue is the change in the
should be seen in conjunction
right of taxation,” said Pronab
with the leverage states have
Sen, former chief statistician of
NOW, BOTH THE
gained with the Centre
the government. “Earlier, the
CENTRE AND
Centre taxed production of
STATES WILL HAVE accepting the
recommendations of the 14th
goods and services, and
THE AUTHORITY
Finance Commission.
incomes (both personal and
TO TAX
The 14th Finance
corporate), while states taxed
PRODUCTION OF
Commission increased the
sales. Now, the Centre as well
GOODS AND
as the states will have the
states’ share in divisible tax
SERVICES, AS
authority to tax both
pool from 32 per cent to 42 per
WELL AS SALES
cent. This increase in untied
production of goods and
funding has given states
services, as well as sales. There
greater flexibility to prioritise
is a widening of the ambit for
their expenditure. As some research
both the Centre and the states,” he
reports have shown, different states have
explained.
used this flexibility differently.
Yet, despite the federal nature of the
While some have used this increase to
council, the Centre will hold a veto over
fund greater capital expenditure,
all decisions. In the GST Council, the
others have expanded particularly in the
Centre will have a third of the voting
social sector.
rights, with the balance two-thirds
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WHAT MADE FIXING
GST RATES FOR 6
ITEMS SO DIFFICULT

Five key messages
from GST Council's
14th meet and
three thoughts on
what future looks
like for GST

ILLUSTRATION: BINAY SINHA

Remember that just about 40 days are left
before the planned GST rollout from July
1, 2017.

A K B H AT TA C H A R YA
May 20 2017

T

he Goods and Services Tax (GST)
Council on Friday concluded its
14th meeting in Srinagar, Jammu &
Kashmir, and there now are five broad
messages coming out loud and clear.
The first message: While
commendable progress was made in
Srinagar by fixing rates of more than 1,200
goods and 500 services, a few more
politically significant issues still remain to
be sorted out. That is not going to be easy.

Fixing the six rates
Fixing the rates for six politically sensitive
items will be top on the GST Council’s
agenda for its 15th meeting to be held in
New Delhi on June 3, when only 27 days
would be left for the GST rollout. The
items whose rates would have to be fixed –
by consensus among all states, as has been
the convention followed by the Council so
far – are gold, textile, agricultural
implements, bidis, footwear and biodiesel.
All these items have strong political
constituencies and it would require
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley to invest his
considerable political capital to ensure

9

that the rates are neither ridiculously low
nor politically unacceptable. A lot of
attention would be focused on bidis, as
the powerful tobacco lobby, already stung
by a hefty GST rate plus a huge amount of
cess, would try hard to see that bidis do
not get away easily.
Similarly, the duty on agricultural
implements will also be the bone of
contention as these are used by farmers
and the question Jaitley would have to
answer is why items of a farmer’s use
should not be taxed at the lowest rate, if
not exempted completely. Gold, textile,
footwear and bio-diesel would also be
debated intensely by the members of the
GST Council before a decision on their
rate slabs is taken. The textiles and
footwear sectors are hugely employmentintensive and widely dispersed across
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different states as small and medium
enterprises. Once again, difficult choices
will have to be made and the process
would not be without intense debate and
even a few controversies.
The contentious nature of these six
items can be gauged from the fact that the
GST Council at its meeting on Thursday
had failed to arrive at a consensus on their
rates and hoped to find a solution the next
day. But the desired solution remained
elusive even on Friday, forcing the Council
to defer its decision to June 3.
Composition resolution
Yet another issue that needs to be
resolved at the next GST Council meeting
is about the rules on composition, which
would lay down terms for allowing
settlement of disputes over claims of
input tax refund and any other matter
with the revenue department or other
traders. The rules on valuation, transition,
input tax credit, invoice debt and credit
notes, payments, refunds, registration
and returns have been framed and
adopted by the GST Council. But the rules
with regard to composition will be keenly
watched, as this would be the key to
preventing denial of input tax credit as a
consequence of some delinquent traders
not uploading their transactions on the
GST Network.
It, therefore, remains to be seen if New
Delhi can be as productive and fruitful as
Srinagar.
Inflation a bigger concern

The second important message coming
per cent), but they will effectively attract a
out of the two-day GST Council meeting
lower duty under GST than the combined
that ended on Friday is how the goal of
incidence of various duties on them at
reining in inflation has become an
present. Hair oil, toothpaste, soaps and
overriding factor in determining the rates
cereals are among the items that would
for different goods and services. Caution
have a lower GST incidence than their
on this front has guided the logic of these
current duty burden. Coal, used for power
rates instead of the larger economic policy
generation, will also attract a lower GST
imperatives of presenting a
rate than at present by way of
more reformist and forwardtaxes. Even with respect to
COAL, USED
looking GST rate structure.
services, non-air conditioned
FOR POWER
With many rates (five rates, not
restaurants, railway travel, taxi
GENERATION,
counting the zero rate and the
aggregators and economy-class
WILL ALSO
cess to be levied on the peak rate
air travel (remember that the
ATTRACT A LOWER Modi government has launched
of 28 per cent) and many
GST RATE THAN
exemptions, the GST to be
a regional air connectivity
AT PRESENT BY
rolled out on July 1 will have
scheme to cover passengers
WAY OF TAXES
many such imperfections.
from smaller towns), the GST
The Srinagar meeting has
rate for them would result in a
now made it clear why the
lower tax incidence than what
Union government accepted multiplicity
these services are currently paying out.
of rates and exemptions as part of the GST
regime. The presence of many rates has
A mixed bag for the middle class
now allowed the GST Council to juggle
The new GST rates for some sectors,
around items to bring them under slabs
however, can upset such calculations. The
that would help rein in inflation. Taken
GST rates for mobile handsets, white
together with another imperfection in the
goods (mainly television sets,
GST – the provision on penal action
refrigerators, washing machines, vacuum
against businesses and traders indulging
cleaners and air conditioners) and cars
in profiteering in the wake of the GST
will now be higher than their current
rollout – the Union government’s primary
rates. All these are also being consumed
focus has become clearer. It wants to roll
by an increasing number of middle-class
out a tax reform like the GST, but not at the
Indians living in cities, as also in smaller
cost of inflation, which can be politically
towns and even villages. Given their
risky.
weights in the revised Wholesale Price
Thus, items of use by the middle-class
Index and the Consumer Price Index, a
Indian have not only been placed at one of
higher incidence of GST on these items
the two standard rates (12 per cent or 18
could raise prices, though the government
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would try to ensure that there are no price
rises on the ground that a higher tax
incidence would now be offset by refunds
of taxes paid on their purchases of raw
materials and components. Similarly,
higher GST rates for financial services,
telecommunication services, five-star
hotels and air conditioned restaurants
could put some pressure on prices.
Boost to investment
The third message is in how the GST rates
have been tweaked to encourage
investments in the economy. Items falling
in the capital goods sector have been
placed under the 18 per cent duty slab
which essentially means a reduction of 10
percentage points from the existing rate of
about 28 per cent. This, along with the
advantages of duty setoff the capital
goods manufacturers can claim on taxes
they pay on the purchases of their raw
materials and components, would result
in a substantial benefit for the makers of
mother machines in the Indian economy.
A government that has been trying hard to
revive investments has finally taken a
decision through GST that should provide
a fillip to the capital goods sector.
A maze of rates
The fourth message is a little sombre. The
government has stated that almost 81 per
cent of the items have been classified

EXCLUSION OF HEALTH
CARE AND EDUCATION
FROM GST REGIME WILL
EVENTUALLY HURT THESE
SECTORS AS THEY WOULD
BE DENIED THE BENEFIT OF
SETOFF OF TAXES THEY PAY
ON THEIR PURCHASES

under rates of 18 per cent or
below. This means that only
about a fifth of the items
will attract a rate of 28 per
cent or above. But break
this down further, what you
get is the following: About
60 per cent of the items are under 12 or 18
per cent tax bracket, about 21 per cent are
placed at five per cent and 19 per cent at 28
per cent or above, inclusive of the cess. If
not corrected soon, such multiplicity of
rates can be an invitation to more
lobbying by vested interests to seek
preferential treatment and even to
corruption.
A similar maze has been created for
services with four slabs classifying over
500 items. There are instances of services
like the hospitality sector, where hotels
have been classified under four different
rates. This is perhaps just the beginning,
as subsequent lobbying for securing a
more favourable abatement rates for
different services is yet to begin. That
would increase the effective rates for
services to more than the currently
proposed four. The sooner the number of
these rates are reduced, the better will be
the chances of restoring the desired
stability, integrity and efficiency to the
GST regime.
Illogical exclusions
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The fifth and final message
is about the illogic of
excluding some goods and
services from GST. Real
estate is already out,
perhaps because the newly
introduced real estate law
has already unnerved the sector.
Including it under the GST at this stage
might have upset the industry further and
undermined the government’s attempts
at securing enthusiastic and wholehearted participation in its programme on
affordable housing. But why exclude
health care and education services from
GST? If advertisements in newspapers
could be included, why not health care
service providers and educational
institutions? The exemption of foodgrain
can be understood, but excluding many
other goods in the past (alcohol, some
petroleum products, etc) is going to
distort the character of GST. Exclusion of
health care and education from GST
regime will eventually hurt these sectors
as they would be denied the benefit of
setoff of taxes they pay on their purchases.
Thus, instead of being a relief, the
exclusion of health care and education is a
setback for the two sectors.
Three worry points for the future
So, what does the future look like for GST?
One, the pressure on postponing its
rollout to September 1 is likely to increase,
as many medium enterprises will take
longer time to internalise the new rates
announced on Friday and update their
databases on their respective computers.
One of the items on the agenda of the June
3 meeting will certainly be whether it
makes sense to postpone the GST rollout
by two months.
Two, the GST Council will have set a
time table for reducing the number of
rates over the next couple of years.
Without reducing the current multiplicity
of rates, the benefits from the new tax
regime would not be as much as it can
potentially yield.
And three, if the GST rollout can
indeed rein in inflation over the next six
months to a year, what implications it
would have on the government’s stance
on the monetary policy trajectory? The
pressure on the Monetary Policy
Committee to ease rates would only grow
if there is no substantial pressure on
prices after the rollout of the GST.
But for that to happen, one has to wait and
see if the GST is indeed rolled out in July
and whether prices remain under control
after that.
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REGISTER FOR GST, IF YOU PAY
INDIRECT OR SERVICE TAX

Mandatory registration for businesses with annual turnover above ~20 lakh

P R I YA N A I R
May 24 2017

T

he goods and services tax (GST)
rates are finally out. And while the
end-consumers will be impacted
by change in prices of various
commodities and services, the question
is who, among entrepreneurs and
professionals, is liable to register for it?
And how will things change for them
after July 2017?
Who should register under GST?
It is mandatory for anyone running a
business or a professional to pay GST if
the aggregate turnover exceeds Rs 20
lakh in a financial year computed on an
all-India basis. For special category
states, which include Northeastern
states, Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal
Pradesh and Uttarakhand, the limit is
lower at Rs 10 lakh.
“The aggregate turnover will include
the value of taxable supplies, exempted

return, monthly summary and annual
supplies, exports and inter-state supply of
summary return, except a composition
goods/services but excludes the value of
dealer who is required to file single
taxes (GST) on such supplies,” says Anita
quarterly return.
Rastogi, Partner, Indirect Taxes, PwC.
“The dealer will have to file return,
The GST legislation prescribes
even if there is no business activity (that is,
provisions for all those businesses or
nil return) during the relevant period. A
service providers, who are currently
registered dealer not carrying out any
registered under the current indirect tax
business activity during the year will have
laws like Value Added Tax (VAT)/Central
to surrender his registration so as to avoid
Sales Tax (CST)/excise/service tax, etc, to
the monthly compliance of
migrate to GST. “Such a
GST return filing,” he adds.
migration would entail
obtaining of a provisional
THE APPLICANT SHOULD
number where all
ELECTRONICALLY SUBMIT How to register?
Currently, the government
conditions are satisfied and
AN APPLICATION IN
has prescribed 30 April,
it would be replaced by a
PART B OF FORM
2017, as the deadline to
final certificate of
GST REG-01, DULY
migrate the existing
registration under the GST
SIGNED ALONG WITH
registrations into GST. “As
regime,” says Abhishek
DOCUMENTS SPECIFIED
on date, there is no clarity
Jain, Tax Partner, EY India.
IN THE SAID FORM AT
available if an additional
There are some other
THE COMMON PORTAL
migration window would be
classes of persons who need
provided for those who have
to be registered and,
missed the migration date,” says Suresh
therefore, will have to file returns like
Rohira, Partner, Grant Thornton India.
inter-state suppliers, deductors of Tax
Further, a casual taxable person or a nonDeductible at Source (TDS), e-commerce
resident taxable person will have to
operators, suppliers supplying goods
apply for registration at least five days
through e-commerce operators.
prior to the commencement of business.
According to Naveen Wadhwa,
In case of fresh registration, the
General Manager, Taxmann.com, every
person should apply in the state or Union
registered dealer is required to file a
Territory concerned within 30 days from
monthly sales return, monthly purchase
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IT IS MANDATORY FOR
ANYONE RUNNING A
BUSINESS OR A
PROFESSIONAL TO
PAY GST IF THE
AGGREGATE
TURNOVER EXCEEDS
~20 LAKH IN A
FINANCIAL YEAR
COMPUTED ON AN
ALL-INDIA BASIS

the date on which he becomes liable for
registration. Before applying for
registration, the person should declare
his PAN, mobile number, e-mail address
and state/Union territory in Part A of
Form GST REG-01 on the common
portal. Once these details are verified, a
temporary reference number is
generated and communicated to the
applicant through mobile number and
email. Using the reference number
generated, the applicant should
electronically submit an application in
Part B of Form GST REG-01, duly signed
along with documents specified in the
said Form at the Common Portal either
directly or through a Facilitation Centre
notified by the Commissioner. On
receipt of an application, an
acknowledgement shall be issued
electronically to the applicant in Form
GST REG-02.

“The GST Common Portal has been
made available to enable taxpayers enrol
with GST. Paper-based enrolment option
is not available. This portal will enable
taxpayers to meet the compliance
requirements, like filing returns and
making tax payments,” says Rohira.
If you don’t register
Experts say that new dealers, who get
registration under VAT or excise and
service tax after January 30, 2017, cannot
migrate to GST as provisional IDs for
migration hasn’t been provided by the
government, yet. Therefore, there are
high chances that migration will
continue even after missing the
deadline of April 30, 2017. The good part
is that even the migration date is missed,
there will not be any legal action.
However, there may be penal
consequences for delayed registration
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and the person will not be able to pass on
the benefit of GST paid on his outward
supplies to the customer. “Also, in case
the tax authorities initiate an enquiry
for non-obtaining of registration, the
same may entail application for
registration being initiated suo-moto by
the tax authorities, best judgment
assessment of the tax liabilities, etc,”
says Jain.
How will the process work?
Ordinarily, a business would be required
to file three returns per state, per
registration, followed by an annual
return. In case of non-filing, there is a
late fee of ~100 a day, subject to a
maximum of ~5,000. “The late fee
exceeds to the extent of a quarter
percentage of his turnover in the state
where the annual return is not filed,”
says Rustogi.
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HOW TO SOFTEN
THE BLOW OF
ANTI-PROFIT LAW

S U K U M A R M U K H O PA D H YAY
June 4, 2017

N

ow that the anti-profit law is a
reality, there is no need to dwell on
whether it should have been
passed as a law. I am writing on how to
soften the blow of this law on our economy.
The provision of law as in Section 171
of the GST (Goods and Services Tax) Act
enables the central government to
constitute an authority to monitor the
prices for goods and services following

introduction of GST. This is to ensure the
benefit of reduction of tax or benefit in
input credit is passed on to consumers in
the form of commensurate reduction of
prices. This job has been given to the
Central Board of Excise and Customs
(CBEC), the right authority to ensure
uniformity.
The crucial word in the Section 171 is
‘commensurate’, which does not exactly
mean equal or equivalent. They are
similar words, no doubt, but not the same.
So, it means when the rate of duty has
fallen by four per cent, the price reduction
may not be the same four per cent but
commensurate, which allows taking into
account the circumstances. Such
circumstances are the following.
So far, of the 1,211 items for which rates
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To ensure this,
CBEC must begin with
the manufacturers, not
the traders

have been fixed, 17 per cent are at the
lower rate of 12 per cent. Along with five
per cent and exempted rates, those where
rates have got reduced are about 20 per
cent of goods. So, for 80 per cent of goods,
the rates have increased. So, the task for
keeping a watch on prices is not as
widespread as one would assume.
To ensure this, CBEC must begin with
the manufacturers, not the traders. Unless
manufacturers reduce the price, the
traders cannot. And, if it is a case of a
manufacturer making several products,
where some have faced higher and some
lower duty, then the net has to be worked
out. A manufacturer will say he cannot be
made to suffer a loss by not being allowed
an adjustment.
To give an example, the duty on
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detergents has gone up from 20 to 28 per
cent but that on soap has come down from
21- 24 per cent to 18 per cent. So, the owner
of a factory manufacturing both would
surely argue the price will be reduced or
increased according to the total gain or
loss of the whole factory. A company may
have three factories, like Hindustan Lever
making soaps and detergents, and the
company will surely like to combine the
losses or gains in all the factories. So, it
should be combined, not factory-wise but
company-wise.
For retailers, the situation is more
complex. Manufacturers sell to
wholesalers, who sell to smaller
wholesalers, who sell to retailers.
At each stage, there is a commission.
Ultimately, the retailer has to take into
account all these commissions. Just
because the duty has gone down by, say,

RETAILERS SELL SO MANY
THINGS IN ONE SHOP. AND
SELLING ALL THESE WILL
ALSO ASK FOR ADJUSTMENTS,
WHICH SHOULD BE
ALLOWED. OTHERWISE,
THERE WILL BE UNFAIRNESS
AND LITIGATION

four per cent, they cannot
reduce by four per cent.
They are also bound by
the MRP (Maximum Retail Price). So long
as they sell within the MRP, they cannot
be faulted.
And, they sell so many things in one
shop. Soap, toothpaste, ice-cream, hair oil
and adhesives are items where duty has
gone down; it has gone up for shampoo,
coffee, detergents, tea, some hair oils,
some cold drinks. So, retailers selling all
these will also ask for adjustments, which
should be allowed. Otherwise, there will
be unfairness and litigation.
Conclusion: Having passed a
retrograde law, the only way for the
government to mitigate its impact is to
make rules which will be followed by
CBEC. Without the rules, the officers can
go haywire and ruin the GST party. CBEC
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must consult industry and
trade associations like
Confederation of Indian
Industry, Ficci, etc, and so formulate the
rules to make these more user-friendly.
Rules should have the following attributes:
1. Rules must clearly say commensurate is
not equal
2. Commensurate should take into
account all increases and decreases of
duty in a company on a combined basis,
not item-wise.
3. Rules must be liberally, not strictly
interpreted
If this is done, the rigours of this
draconian law will be mitigated.

The writer is retired member of the
Central Board of Excise & Customs.
E-mail: smukher2000@yahoo.com
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BUYING AND MAKING GOLD
JEWELLERY TO GET EXPENSIVE
FOR CUSTOMERS
It can be said that
those who are not
computerised and
interne-savvy have to
be out of business

B H A R G AVA VA I DYA
June 5 2017

T

he Goods and Service Tax (GST)
Council has been kind enough to
provide a special 3 per cent GST to
gems and jewellery sector ( the exception
being rough diamonds at 0.25 per cent).
Going by the economic survey of India
and the hype which was created in the
run-up to this meeting, a much higher rate
was feared. However, the rate of GST for
jewellery is in line with what it was under
the old tax regime.
GST has increased paperwork and lot
of compliance. Only time will tell if we as a
country or an industry are ready for it.
The immediate impact would be on the

investment buying of gold by consumers
as the resale value will be down by three
per cent. Here' an example:
Mr A bought gold worth ~100
Paid GST
~3
—————
Total cost
~103
Now, after 6 months he wants to sell
this gold and presuming that the gold
price remains constant, he will get ~100
and the GST amount would be lost at the
consumer level.
The transaction impact cost has
increased from about one per cent to three
per cent.
From the government's point of view,
this is in line with their thinking/ planning
— don’t invest in physical gold, rather
invest in gold sovereign bonds. The
consumer will also be better of as there is
an interest coupon attached to bonds and
it tracks local gold prices.
The exchange business of old jewellery
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for new ones will also be affected as the
cost of 3 per cent will affect the
transaction.
Another area which will affect the
industry and the consumer is making of
gold jewellery out of gold/scrap supplied
by the customer. At present, there was
no tax impact on the making of
jewellery. Labour or making charges of
jewellery were exempt from service tax
(similar exemption was also under
excise rules ). Under GST no such
exemptions exist and making charges
will be subject to 18 per cent GST. This is
an undesired result.
Export from domestic tariff area (other
than SEZ ) will be hit on two counts:
One, there is no exemption from GST
for gold procured for export purposes.
This would mean a higher blockage of
working capital.
Second, the export business will also be
harmed. It depends on raw material (gold )
being supplied by oversea buyers and the
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Employees work inside the polishing department of a diamond
processing unit at Surat, in the western Indian state of Gujarat

Indian party makes the jewellery and
exports i.e. value addition in the form of
design and labour.
Under GST regime, the overseas
customer will have to register as a nonresident business person and undertake
the required paperwork. This will deter
many customers.
Bullion imports system may be
disturbed/altered as most international
suppliers (including bullion banks)
sending goods on consignment to I
ndia will have to register as a non-resident
business. This requirement may deter
many players operating in India.
The diamond segment, particularly in
the home state of Gujarat, had a total
exemption from indirect tax. Value-added
tax was zero in Gujarat and there is no
excise on diamonds.

THE DIAMOND
SEGMENT,
PARTICULARLY IN
THE HOME STATE
OF GUJARAT,
HAD A TOTAL
EXEMPTION FROM
INDIRECT TAX

A majority of this business
is in the export sector and the
export port is mainly Mumbai.
Thus, branch transfer between
Mumbai and Surat is frequent
and as per current tax laws,
this is tax-free. However, under the GST
regime this will attract three per cent
GST (on the movement of polished
diamonds ).
The diamond segment of the gems and
jewellery industry is well equipped to
fulfill most of the paperwork
requirements of the GST Act.
Moreover, all movements under GST
Act has to be accompanied by an ewaybill. This e–waybill has to be
generated from GST portal.
(E-waybill is a document generated
from GST portal which has complete
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details of goods moved from one
location to another as a place of
movement quantity and value
thereof.)
If you look at diamond
trade, an international buyer
would generally visit one office and stay
put. A lot of small players and other
diamond businessmen would send their
goods to a single office for
inspection/selection. Thus, there is a lot
of movement of goods from one office to
other even within the diamond bourse.
To create an e-waybill for this will be
virtually impossible.
E–way bill could harm this trade
beyond repair. I am not against
compliance or paperwork but do we have
internet infrastructure to support such a
compliance?
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ILLUSTRATION: AJAY MOHANTY

FIRMS ARE FEARFUL AS
UNCERTAINTY GOES UP
A J AY S H A H
June 11, 2017

G

DP measurement in India is weak,
and micro datasets are showing
signs of stress. Where did we go
wrong? One element of the picture is an
upsurge in uncertainty. In some areas, we
have had policy mistakes. The quality of
policy implementation is generally weak.
The old ways through which firms solved
roadblocks don’t work as much, but new

ways have not come about. This makes
firms feel powerless. This new level of
uncertainty and powerlessness is holding
back private investment.
A former head of the Central Statistics
Office (CSO) memorably said: “If you
come into my kitchen, you will not eat my
meal.” In recent years, we have had an
extended look inside the CSO’s kitchen,
and have been reminded of the
limitations of four pillars of official
statistics — the NAS (National Accounts
Statistics), the NSSO (National Sample
Survey Organisation), the ASI (Annual
Survey of Industries), and the IIP (Index of
Industrial Production). When micro
datasets disagree with the CSO, generally
the micro datasets are right.
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We run the risk of 2017-19
being consumed by GST
just as 2016-17 suffered on
account of demonetisation

What do the micro datasets say? We
construct indexes covering all nonfinancial non-oil listed companies.
Annual sales growth was above 20 per
cent nominal from 2002 to 2012. This has
dropped to 5 per cent nominal from 2012
to 2017. Annual operating profit growth
was also above 20 per cent nominal per
year from 2002 to 2012. From 2012 till 2017,
this has also dropped to 4 per cent
nominal per year. Expressed in real terms,
both measures declined slightly over this
five-year period.
The CMIE Capex database tracks all
investment projects. From 2012 to 2017,
the nominal growth of the value of
projects under implementation is 0.
Expressed in real terms, this is negative
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growth. The most important question in
Indian economics today concerns
diagnosing this growth collapse. Why did
India do remarkably well from 2002 to
2012, and after that, why have we fallen on
hard times?
Macroeconomic phenomena always
have multi-dimensional explanations.
In my opinion, one element of this story
is an upsurge of fear. From 2002 to 2012,
firms were presented with an
environment of risk, which they
understood and could manage. The
range of possibilities was known, and if
bad things happened, one knew what to
do. From 2012 onwards, things which
were not on anybody’s radar have
started happening. Further, even for old
style problems, the old style remedies
have stopped working. Firms are now
faced with a new environment of
stronger uncertainty and weaker tools
for dealing with roadblocks. This has
made firms fearful.
We in India suffer from many
weaknesses of the rule of law. Firms
routinely encounter roadblocks of two
kinds: Sometimes a firm is denied fair
treatment, which is its right under the rule
of law, and sometimes a firm wants to
bend the rule of law. Let’s look back at the
sociology of economic policy in the good
years (2002-2012). There was a certain
level of dispersion of power amidst a
certain policy elite. In that old
environment of dispersed power, firms
knew how to solve problems. Some of this
was outright corruption, and some of this

flawed decisions. What should have been
a glorious reform, and a source of
confidence in the Indian reforms process,
is seen with dread by the private sector.
We run the risk of 2016-17 being consumed
by demonetisation and then 2017-19 by
the GST.
The old world of non-rule-of-law was a
disgrace and needed fundamental
reform. A sound government is one which
has predictable frameworks,
sophisticated thinking in public
economics, and the rule of law. Our
highest priority in the Indian policy
process should be to reshape the working
of government departments, regulators,
enforcement agencies, and courts.
Building this is not a simple matter of
being moralistic, putting a few people in
was a valuable set of workarounds when
jail, and announcing actions every day.
faced with a broken system.
We require deep intellectual capabilities
That world has broken down. Part of
in designing complex institutional
this is well understood. Enforcement
change, and sustained expertise in
institutions asserted themselves in some
execution of policy reforms.
famous scandals. The fear of enforcement
Economists make an important
actions has frightened officials, who are
distinction between risk and uncertainty.
now on strike with ‘work to rule’.
Risk is about bad events coming about in a
The new sociology of policy making is
known worldview. For example, you roll
one that is inaccessible to firms, not just
the dice, and sometimes you get a 1.
on questions of transactions but also on
Uncertainty is about being caught
questions of policy. In the
completely by surprise,
old world, power was
where things happen that
FIRMS ARE NOW FACED
dispersed, and there were
you had never thought
WITH A NEW
numerous touch points in
about. The Indian private
ENVIRONMENT OF
the policy elite where firms
sector has suffered from an
STRONGER UNCERTAINTY increase in uncertainty. The
could express opinions
AND WEAKER TOOLS FOR
about difficulties. Those
old tools of engagement with
DEALING WITH
lines of communication
a policy elite that would
ROADBLOCKS. THIS HAS
have broken down. The old
solve problems, in good ways
MADE FIRMS FEARFUL
policy elite has been swept
and in corrupt ways, are
away, but it has not been
degraded, so adverse shocks
replaced by a new one. The
are more problematic.
new arrangement has weak capacity
Firms have a finite supply of
within, and is unmoored from the private
adjustment. Time and money are spent in
sector. This mixture of low capacity and
dealing with shocks. Unanticipated
low engagement is giving policy errors,
shocks, and policy mistakes, demand the
such as the reversal of the Mauritius treaty
most by way of firm adjustment. Greater
or demonetisation. This flow of erratic
uncertainty and weaker engagement have
behaviour, which the private sector has
given a feeling of powerlessness for
zero influence upon, has created fear.
private persons. This is one factor that
The design and administration of the
helps explain the zero nominal growth in
GST is going to exert a far-reaching impact
projects under implementation from 2012
upon the private sector. However, in the
to 2017.
journey to the GST, decisions about policy
The writer is a professor at National
and administration have been made too
Institute of Public Finance and Policy,
often without the involvement of the
New Delhi
private sector. This has given myriad
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Questions
continue to
be raised
about the
preparedness
of the system

ILLUSTRATION: AJAY MOHANTY

TAX RETURN FILING
EXTENSION ON GST
MAY NOT BE ENOUGH

BUSINESS STANDARD
EDITORIAL COMMENT
June 19, 2017

O

ver the weekend, the body
administering the goods and
services tax, or GST, iterated its
intention to roll out the new indirect tax
regime from July 1. However, the GST
Council has also taken note of the
increasing clamour from the private
sector about its unpreparedness for the
new system, and it has announced
certain concessions. The timetable for
filing returns has been somewhat relaxed
initially. And industry will be granted
exemptions from penalties and fees for
late filing in the first two months of the
new tax regime. The GST Council’s
decision is welcome. However, it is far
from certain that this is the best way to
respond. For one, it does not necessarily
reduce confusion; some states have
indicated that they do not know what this
implies for their own finances in the
interim, if all indirect taxes for July and
August are paid instead in September.
While Finance Minister Arun Jaitley said
that he did not have the “luxury of time”
to defer the implementation of the GST,
the government continues to fail to
provide a coherent explanation as to why
this is so.

that any benefits from a lower tax
Questions continue to be raised about
incidence or from input tax credits under
the preparedness of the system; many
the new system should be passed on to
companies migrating to the new
the final consumer. This has always had
technological infrastructure have noted
the appearance of a counter-productive
that the server does not seem to be
interference in the working of the price
reliable. The correct answer to these
system. Further, it clearly creates a
worries would be to provide more time for
handle for the harassment and
testing, and a transparent stress test of the
prosecution of companies
system. Testing the system
that may be making purely
when the new tax has
commercial decisions.
already been introduced
QUESTIONS CONTINUE TO
Here, too, the GST Council’s
seems too lax an approach to
BE RAISED ABOUT THE
response has been
this landmark reform. As
PREPAREDNESS OF THE
unsatisfactory and
this newspaper has
SYSTEM; MANY
incomplete. It has provided
previously argued, ensuring
COMPANIES MIGRATING
a three-level structure to
a glitch-free roll-out for the
TO THE NEW
look into complaints. It is far
technological backbone of
TECHNOLOGICAL
from clear whether the
this extremely techINFRASTRUCTURE HAVE
capacity of the structure
intensive new system is
NOTED THAT THE SERVER
suggested is in any way
essential if transaction costs
DOES NOT SEEM TO BE
commensurate with the vast
are to be minimised and
RELIABLE
potential for troublepolitical capital is to be
making contained in the
stored out for future
“anti-profiteering” clause. The idea is
simplification of the currently overthat the powers given to the government
complex tax structure. Delaying the rollby this clause will serve as a “deterrent”;
out by a couple of months remains a more
but how often have governments failed to
than reasonable solution, and it is
use powers that have been granted them?
puzzling why the government is so firm in
The authority itself has not yet been
its refusal to consider it.
properly constituted — another thing
As regards the other important
that will have to be done on the fly if the
concern about the “anti-profiteering”
roll-out of the tax is not postponed as it
clause, the Council has provided a twoshould be.
year expiry date. This clause mandates
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CELEBRATING, WITH
FINGERS CROSSED!
How exactly things will pan out once GST is in place will be
known in the coming months and years
ILLUSTRATION: AJAY MOHANTY

T N NINAN
June 23, 2017

A

s Benjamin Franklin wrote,
nothing is certain in this world
other than death and taxes. India’s
experience with taxes has often been
worse than death (which at least has
finality to it!). That is all the more reason to
pause and celebrate the advent next week
of the single most important reform of the
country’s tax system since Independence.
The country’s arrival at the stage of
introducing a value-added tax that
integrates treatment of goods and
services, and covers both Centre and
states, is a massive achievement — even if
marked by the compromises and delays
involved in getting anything done in India.
The result, perhaps inevitably, is not as
clean or uncomplicated a tax as might have
been wished for. Further, we should be
prepared for the possibility of operational
problems as a transitional issue, while tax
payers will evidently need to be prepared
for more paperwork and form-filling than
they have been used to (the third certainty
in this world, after death and taxes, is formfilling). But these should not take away
from the magnitude of the achievement,
and the seminal importance of the change
that is being introduced.
The tax has many fathers, but no

thereby generate more resources for the
mothers! Still, it is a happy marriage of
government. In the process, it is also
expert opinion with fiscal practice.
expected to give a boost to GDP and,
Expanding on Shankar Acharya’s listing of
through forcible digitised recording of
GST’s distinguished parentage in this
transactions for millions of new players,
paper in 2005 (Click here to read the
transform the country’s business
article), one must include at the
environment while also speeding up road
intellectual level everyone from L K Jha,
Raja Chelliah and Amaresh Bagchi to M
transport (no more stoppages at state
borders). How exactly things will pan out,
Govinda Rao and Vijay Kelkar. The finance
and whether or to what extent these
ministers who deserve a roll call of honour
potential benefits will be realised, will be
are V P Singh (who first introduced the
known in the coming months and years.
Modvat), Manmohan Singh (who
Malaysia, often cited as among the
expanded the scope of Modvat), Yashwant
more recent of the 140 countries that have
Sinha (who introduced the more
introduced a GST, did not have an easy
ambitious Cenvat with a flat rate of 16 per
time of it. And India’s businessmen have a
cent), P Chidambaram (who moved the
first Constitutional amendment bill on the
way of defeating the objectives of every
solution that those in authority devise! Six
GST) and now Arun Jaitley who has
months after demonetisation, the level of
overseen the project come to fruition.
digitised transactions has slipped back to
State chief ministers also deserve much
credit, as do successive chairmen of the
the old levels, traders who had pulled out
empowered committee of state finance
unused credit card machines have
ministers—Asim Dasgupta, Sushil Modi
reverted to asking for cash payment, and
and Amit Mitra. Various central
cash is back in real estate
finance ministers encouraged
transactions. Vast ranges of
THE TAX HAS
products (like routine hardware
and facilitated the states’ move
MANY FATHERS,
items and sundry electronic and
to a state VAT system—an
BUT NO MOTHERS! other gadgets) are habitually
essential preparatory step.
STILL, IT IS A
Finally, Pranab Mukherjee got
sold at the retail stage without
HAPPY MARRIAGE anyone asking for bills, the
Nandan Nilekani to head the
OF EXPERT
former at significant discounts
group whose work led to the
OPINION WITH
to the listed price. While the GST
creation of the new tax’s
FISCAL PRACTICE
information technology
is structured to be an allbackbone, the GST Network,
encompassing tax and to create
which will face its trial by fire next week.
a vastly expanded digital network of
The GST’s promise is multi-faceted: it is
recorded transactions, no one knows how
traders long used to avoiding taxes will
expected to improve the coverage of the
apply their ingenuity. So, while hoping for
tax net, improve compliance by those in
the net, increase therefore the ratio of taxes
smooth changeover to a “new, impoved”
way of doing things, fingers crossed!
to the gross domestic product (GDP) and
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GST AND
MACROECONOMIC
QUESTION MARKS
Nobody really knows what the new tax
regime will do to corporate balance sheets
or govt finances

D E VA N G S H U D AT TA
June 25 2017

M

any years ago, Satish Gujral
painted a famous portrait of
Jawaharlal Nehru with his
hands enmeshed in red tape. As the
goods and services tax (GST) rolls out
next week, some contemporary artist
might want to update that, replacing

Nehru with an image of the politician
who currently occupies the same
position.
India Inc is only just beginning to
realise the full dimensions of the red tape
the GST will entail. It is epic. Corporates
operating across India will need to file
literally hundreds of tax returns every
year across multiple registration points.
The volume of paperwork may drive
small businesses into penury.
In addition to painful filing processes,
the GST tax code is itself complex
enough to puzzle an army of
accountants. There are multiple rates,
and cesses levied upon those rates, and
the usual plethora of sub-clauses and
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sub-sub-clauses which should keep
courts and accountants occupied for
years. And don’t forget the infamous
anti-profiteering provisions.
However, India’s current tax codes are
so convoluted that even this labyrinth
may be easier to negotiate. The bulls
continue to invest in that hope. The GST
will take many months, if not years, to
settle down, however.
It is a major change in the tax system of
course and nobody really knows what it
will do to corporate balance sheets. For
that matter, nobody knows what it will do
to government finances since it will
require a complete overhaul of all
assumptions pertaining to revenue
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collections. Analysts who are attempting
to make projections of FY 2017-18 earnings,
and economists who are examining public
finances will have to live with huge error
margins and adjustments. As of now,
optimism is driving those guesstimates
and many investment houses are
projecting earnings per share gains of
between 14 and 18 per cent across the
market. Most analysts estimate that the
current valuations — averaging at above
PE 24 for the Nifty — can be sustained if
institutional equity buying brings in $5
billion in the current fiscal. The last fiscal
year (2016-17) saw over $13 billion —
equivalent coming in with domestic
institutions contributing around $4.6
billion. So this assumption is not
unreasonable.
Apart from GST, the macroeconomic
situation has a few other question marks.
Inflation has dropped to new lows and is
near the southern limit of the RBI’s
stated band of tolerance. This is at least
partly due to demonetisation having
driven food prices into negative territory.
Is the inflation transient? The RBI’s
Monetary Policy Committee evidently
thought so in the last review when it held
rates. However, the latest inflation data
shows even weaker inflation and the
Index of Industrial Production for April
is also quite weak.
Will the RBI cut policy rates soon?
Consensus opinion says, yes it will, and
at least one member of the MPC wants a

Household consumption
deep cut of 50 basis points.
could be the major driver.
Arguably, even if the RBI
ANY CONCESSIONS
The good news here is the
does cut, banks may not
MODI WINS FROM
monsoon, which appears to
have the wherewithal to pass
TRUMP IN THEIR
be behaving, and there is a
on the rate cuts and push out
WEEKEND MEETING
historic correlation between
cheap credit.
COULD ENERGISE THE
a good monsoon and strong
That leads to another
MARKET, ESPECIALLY
household consumption.
question: Can the NPA crisis
THE IT AND PHARMA
None of the data matters if
be resolved quickly and with
SECTORS
investors and traders are
effective damage limitation?
prepared to ignore the
Given that close to 10 per cent
medium term and look forward to a better
of the GDP is stuck in stressed loans, the
future and continue investing upon that
banking system is on the edge of collapse.
assumption. That might well depend on
Initiation of bankruptcy proceeding
global growth trends and geopolitics.
against three steel firms is a good signal.
The Eurozone is seeing its fastest
But the massive waiver of farm loans is a
growth in a decade. China is doing well
bad one.
with rising GDP forecasts. US growth
Given political compulsions, with a
trends look reasonable though the Fed is
sequence of Assembly elections coming
determined to tighten monetary policy.
up in 2018 and the general elections in
Brexit and its fallout are being negotiated
2019, more waivers and other populist
as you read this, and the UK may be
measures are likely. The trouble is, a
headed soon into yet another election.
waiver can be made instantly with a
Continuing investigations of possible
stroke of the pen whereas bankruptcy
collusion between Donald Trump and
cases will proceed at much slower pace,
Russian hackers during the presidential
even if laudable attempts are being made
campaign of 2016 could derail the US
to speed things up and give creditors
administration.
more powers.
In the short term, any concessions
A third question, of course, is the
Modi wins from Trump in their
willingness to borrow, even if the RBI
weekend meeting could energise the
does cut rates. Credit demand has
market, especially the IT and pharma
dipped to historic lows and corporates
sectors. There’s been some selling in
are wary of investing since they don’t
the recent past and technicians will
perceive strong demand. Investment
be hoping that support at current
dipped into negative territory (2.1 per
levels holds.
cent YOY) in Jan-Mar 2017.
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ANTI-PROFITEERING
CLAUSE IN GST
SHOULD BE REVIEWED
BUSINESS STANDARD
EDITORIAL COMMENT
June 26 2017

I

ndia’s transition to a new indirect tax
regime from July 1 is not expected to be
easy, even though it must be
acknowledged that the roll-out of the
goods and services tax, or GST, will yield
many positive benefits for the economy.
But companies will have to undertake
numerous major changes to their
processes. Compliance costs will
hopefully fall at some stage, but the flawed
final design of the GST has complicated
the entire exercise. Nor does the
supportive infrastructure for the GST
seem so robust that the private sector can
feel comfortable about the transition. As
the chairman of the GST Network, Navin
Kumar, told this newspaper, he “would
have loved to have a couple of months
more before the roll-out”. The coding is not
completely done as yet and will have to be
exposed to high-volume usage almost
immediately. Mr Kumar has frankly
admitted that “there is no time now” for
testing after the code writing freezes.

Transition to a
new indirect tax
regime is not
expected to be easy

prices that may rise in the wake of the GST
Thus, companies preparing to manage
roll-out. Its concern over prices is
the transition to the GST have a lot to
legitimate and the desire to rein in
worry about. But perhaps the greatest
inflation is understandable. But it is also
concern is one that has been quite
true that the anti-profiteering authority is
unnecessarily inflicted by the
a bad idea in principle and will likely be a
government. One aspect of the new GST
problem in practice. In
will hang over companies’
principle, the government
heads like the sword of
should not be interfering in the
Damocles: The so-called “antiGSTN CHAIRMAN
market to this degree; if a
profiteering clause”. This will
NAVIN KUMAR
company feels it can raise
give the government the power
SAID HE “WOULD
prices, then — unless it runs
to force companies to pass the
HAVE LOVED TO
afoul of the competition law — it
benefits of any cost savings
HAVE A COUPLE
under the new system to their
OF MONTHS MORE should be allowed to do so. In
practice, while the government
customers. Last week, the GST
BEFORE THE
has recognised that concerns
Council outlined how the antiROLL-OUT”
over the anti-profiteering clause
profiteering system would work
exist and has thus announced
in practice. An authority would
that the authority is being set up for only
be constituted, headed by a secretarytwo years, there is still far too much
level officer who will have the power to
discretion being provided. Given the
force a reduction in prices or order
authority’s composition, it appears that
companies to return money to their
the new outfit may not be fully equipped
customers. It would also be able to impose
to prove “profiteering”. It, therefore, is
a penalty and even to order a company to
likely to make unreasonable demands on
be de-registered. These powers are prone
industry. This is not, naturally, good news
to misuse.
for companies. A rethink on how the
The government has introduced the
authority should function is necessary.
anti-profiteering clause in a bid to check
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WE’RE VERY, VERY
STRESSED; WORKING
28 HOURS A DAY

GSTN Chairman
NAVIN KUMAR tells
Dilasha Seth IT backbone
for GST will be ready by
July 15, software will
stabilise over three-four
months

Q&A N A V I N K U M A R ,
GSTN CHIEF

June 27, 2017

Withaweektogofortheroll-out,what
arethethoughtsonthis?Areyou
nervous?
We are very, very stressed now. We are
working 28 hours a day.
Areyoubeingfloodedwithcallsand
messagesfromindustryandtraders?
Industry generally talks to the
government, but, yes, we keep
getting tweets and messages.
IF WE HAD MORE
There was some problem when
TIME, WE WOULD
enrolment was on and the tax
HAVE BEEN
department cancelled a lot of
PERHAPS BETTER
PLACED. WHEN WE
registered service taxpayers
STARTED WITH
that had got provisional IDs as
they were apparently not
INFOSYS, THE GST
WAS NOT IN SIGHT
active. These 50-60 people
lined up at our office. We then
referred the matter to the tax
department and it was resolved.
TheviewofindustryandGSTSuvidha
Providers(GSPs)isthattheGSTNis
HowconfidentareyouoftheGSTN
doinggreatwork,butthetimetableis
system?Haveyoubeenableto
tootight.DoyoualsofeelthatJuly1is
concludetestingthesoftware?
tooearlytoimplementtheGSTwhen
It should be a stable system. Problems that
theruleswerefinalisedjust15days
surfaced during the first phase of the
ago?
testing have been resolved. We did the
If we had more time, we would have been
testing on the basis of the rules that came
perhaps better-placed. When we started
in December. After that, some changes
with Infosys, the GST was not in sight. The
were made to the rules. Those changes we
Constitution Amendment Bill was still in
have absorbed now, so there is no time to
Parliament and we were in a dilemma.
do beta testing for that. Other than that,
The project was costing ~1,400 crore.
we have done all other tests. So, we are
Could we make a commitment when the
fairly confident of the system.
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A week ahead of the goods and services tax
(GST) roll-out, a visibly stressed chairman
of the GST Network (GSTN), NAVIN
KUMAR, says that it (the IT backbone of the
GST) will be ready by July 15. Although
confident of the software, Kumar tells
Dilasha Seth it will stabilise over three-four
months from the GST introduction. Edited
excerpts:

GST is not there? We went to the
empowered committee of state finance
ministers and apprised them of the
situation. Our proposal was to let us
develop the software and hold back on the
hardware, where all the money goes. They
agreed and allowed us to work on the draft
processes. The software development
started after the draft law was approved.
The model law was put in the public
domain in May and was revised in
November, and the rules were given in
December. All the development till then
was modified on the basis of the
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December rules. After the central
registration, there have been further
revisions, necessitating more changes in
the software. Thankfully, those are not
very many.
Bywhenwillyoubecompletelyready?
We have been working on that. For return
form GSTR 1, the coding has been done
and the testing is also at a very advanced
stage. By July 15, GSTR 1 will be ready.
GSTR 2 will be ready by the end of July
and GSTR 3 will be ready 10 days after
that. But you have to see how things have
evolved. So, we are just in time. But the
good thing is that the GST Council did
not defer the roll-out. Starting from July
1, the system will be available in a
staggered fashion.
GSPshaveraisedconcernsoverthe
unavailabilityoftheApplication
ProgramInterface(API)bytheGSTN.
Hasthatbeensortedout?
When we developed the software based on
the December rules, we provided APIs to

OUR IT SYSTEM IS ISO
27001-CERTIFIED,
WHICH IS THE
BEST-KNOWN
STANDARD FOR THE
INFORMATION SECURITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM,
WE HAVE SET UP A
SECURITY OPERATION
CENTRE, WHICH WILL
RUN 24X7 AND 365
DAYS TO KEEP AN
EYE ON TRAFFIC TO
THE PORTAL

GSPs. But half of them thought
of waiting until the legislation
was in place as it would have
gone through changes. These
are people who did not work on
the basis of the December APIs.
But there are others who did so.
Through discussion we have
worked out timelines for GSTR 1, GSTR 2,
and GSTR3. We will give them GSTR 1 by
June 28 so that they can be ready for the
invoice upload facility by July 15. The
other two APIs for GSTR 2 and 3 will be
given after that.

Thereisaconcernthatduetothelack
oftime,whiletheGSTNwilldelivera
functionalsoftware;itwillnotbea
robustonebecauseittakeseight-nine
monthsforhardeningofsoftware.
Nowhere in the world does the hardening
of software take place before the roll-out.
We would have loved to have a couple of
months more before the roll-out. When
you are about to deploy the software, there
is a code freeze when code writing stops.
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In the next 10 days you do
the testing. There is no
time for that now. It takes
three-four months for
stabilisation to happen.

HowsecureistheGSTN
networkifwetalkofcyber
security,aconcernalsoraisedbythe
PrimeMinister?
For any IT system that you wish to build, a
proper security system is essential. Our IT
system is ISO 27001-certified, which is the
best-known standard for the information
security management system. We have set
up a security operation centre, which will
run 24x7 and 365 days to keep an eye on
traffic to the portal. It will raise an alarm in
the case of suspicious activity.
Howaction-packedwillJulybefor
you?
We expect a good rush in the week until
July 1. Those wanting to migrate will also
come. From July 1, things will start easing
and action will start again from July 15.
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AMAZON, FLIPKART GET
BREATHER AS TCS
PROVISION PUT ON HOLD
KARAN CHOUDHURY &
INDIVJAL DHASMANA
December 2, 2016

T

he government has given relief to
e-commerce majors such as
Amazon, Flipkart and Snapdeal,
putting on hold a provision to deduct a
one per cent tax collected at source (TCS).
It also gave more time to small entities
selling on an e-commerce marketplace to
register with the Goods and Services Tax
(GST) Network.
E-commerce entities welcomed the
decision, saying it would ease the cash
flow position of vendors but added that
they wanted abolition of the one per cent
TCS. "The provisions of tax deducted at
source and tax collected at source will be
brought into force from a date which will
be communicated later," went an official
statement. And, that those liable to collect

More time also given to
small firms selling on
e-commerce marketplace to
register with GST Network

acceding to the request of the industry
at soruce were liable for registration but
which is still in its infancy," an Amazon
the liability to collect would arise from the
India spokesperson said.
date the respective sections were brought
A senior vice-president of a Delhiinto force.
based e-commerce company said the real
Section 52 of the Central GST Act and
relief would only come if TCS was done
State GST Acts deal with tax collected at
away with.
source and requires all eThe government's
commerce companies to
justification is that they
do so if supply of goods or
SECTION 52 OF THE CENTRAL
can't track each and every
services on their platform
GST ACT AND STATE GST ACTS
vendor of an e-commerce
is in excess of ~2.5 lakh.
DEAL WITH TAX COLLECTED AT
"We welcome the
SOURCE AND REQUIRES ALL E- marketplace and this tax
is needed to do this. It was
decision to keep the TCS
COMMERCE COMPANIES TO DO
reduced to one per cent
provisions in abeyance.
SO IF SUPPLY OF GOODS OR
This ensures business
SERVICES ON THEIR PLATFORM from the earlier proposal
to levy up to two per cent.
continuity for the
IS IN EXCESS OF ~2.5 LAKH
With Section 52 not
marketplace but most
notified, nor has the
importantly benefits our
linked Section 24 (i), giving relief to small
sellers, since they don't have to deal with
vendors on e-commerce. This section
pressures of cash flow at a time when they
requires vendors with annual turnover of
are transitioning into a new tax regime.
even less than ~20 lakh or if they don't
We are grateful to the government for
have any inter-state supplies to register.
Elsewhere, companies with turnover up
to ~20 lakh are not required to register in
the GST regime.
“This step has been taken to provide
more time for persons liable to deduct
tax at source/e-commerce companies
and their suppliers to prepare for the
historic reform,” the official statement
further read.
Amit Sinha, COO - Paytm Mall said his
company has undertaken several
measures to ensure complete GSTNcompliance, and this added time will help
it further enhance its current solution.
ClearTax Chief Executive Archit Gupt
says these companies have been facing a
lot of difficulty in ensuring all their sellers
understand GST and register for it. “Not
all of them had an existing registration
under the current regime and some are
fairly small entrepreneurs, with turnover
of a few lakhs. In the initial days of GST,
this will be a significant relief to these
companies which were struggling to bring
sellers onboard by July 1,” he said.
Amit Maheshwari of Ashok
Maheshwary and Associates said the
government has excluded smaller dealers
from registration to minimise the
registration workload.
GSTN had re-opened registration for
assessees on Sunday.
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